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1. Introduction. In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior in 
X of the solutions about the origin in the z-plane of the differential equation 

2
2 ^ - A 2 P ( 2 , A ) M = 0. 
dz 

Both the variable z and the parameter X are complex. The coefficient P(z, X) 
is assumed to be analytic and single-valued in X at infinity and in z throughout 
a bounded, closed, simply connected domain D containing z = 0. The impor
tant restriction is imposed1 that P(zf X) 5̂  0 for z £ D when |X| > N. 

Asymptotic series in descending powers of X are obtained, which are formal 
solutions of the differential equation, and it is shown that their partial sums 
are asymptotic representations for the solutions of this equation. The coeffi
cients in these series are determined recursively in terms of the Taylor series 
of P(z, X) about X = 00 . It is to be noted that the first term of each series may 
be found from results of Cashwell (3), who considered the differential equation 
in a somewhat different form. We remark that the equation which we are 
considering is exceptional in the theory of Evans (4), and cannot be treated 
by his procedure. 

As an application of the general method, we derive an asymptotic expansion 
of the Whittaker function M2am+b,m(,z) for numerically large m, &(m) > 0, and 
a and b bounded. 

2. Formal solutions. By a change of notation we write the differential 
equation as 

(1) L M . £ _ { x ' ^ + A ^ + X ^ } « - 0 , 
v J dz \ z z z ) 
with 

0(s, A) = Ê*;(*)A'-
0 

The functions 6j(z) and <j>(z) are analytic in D, and <j>{z) has no zeros there. 
By the transfer of a constant to X2, we adopt the normalization <£(0) = 1. 
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xThe constant N is to be chosen so large that it satisfies all subsequent requirements to be 

placed upon it. 
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Thus the function 

a(z) = ^ 1, z ^ o, «(0) = </>'(0), 

is analytic. Lastly we define 

fi(z) = I w( / )A 

The exponents of the equation L[u] = 0 about s = 0 are \ ± M(X), where 

MX) = x { 1 + ̂  + _L,}>. 
It is convenient to introduce the notation that 

M(X) - X = K(X), K(\) = Ê «,A' . 
0 

We now choose n to be a non-negative integer which will remain fixed for the 
remainder of the discussion. In order to find formal solutions of L[u] = 0, let 
us consider the functions y±n(z, X) defined by the relations 

(2) y±n(z, X) = 2
4 ±" (VX ! K zU±„(Z , X). 

Here the functions A±n(z, X) are certain polynomials in 1/X with coefficients 
analytic ins, i.e., 

n 

A±n(z, X) = Y,a±j(z)/\j. 
o 

By direct computation 

(3) L[y±n] = z - ^ e ^ ^ ^ - , 

with 
H±n(z, X) = \n[zA':(z, X) + {1 ± 2[X*(s) + ic(X)]} ^ ( s , X) 

+ Xf2*(X) «(*) - 0(s, X) ± 0'(s)} ^ ( s , X)]. 

The primes denote differentiation with respect to z. 
Expanding the functions H±n(z} X) in powers of X and equating the coeffi

cients of \n+1, Xn, . . . , X to zero, one obtains a recursive set of first order linear 
differential equations in the functions a±j(z). These equations are satisfied, 
and hence the functions H±n(z, X) are bounded provided that 

a±Q(z) = tfT*exp^=F J^ {2KQÙ)(Z) - e^)}^T7^J , 

a±m(z) = a±0(z) j - 2 ^ l { t ) *' ™ = 1, 2, . . . , », 

where 
m— 1 

^±ro(s) = — 2 ^ Z K/*±(m-/-l) (*) ; = 0 

=F | [a4 ( r o_i)(2)] ' + Ç [2^-co(s) - 0y(z)]a±(m_,)(2O| . 
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The coefficients a±j(z) so defined are analytic; and a±o(0) = 1, a±™(0) = 0, 
m = 1, 2, . . . , n. Moreover, H±n(z, X) and A±n(z, X) are also analytic for 
z 6 £>and|X| > N. 

If in the above discussion the integer n were to be replaced by oo f one would 
have the result that L[3>±0O] = 0. Formally, then, the infinite series would satisfy 
the given differential equation. Actually, of course, they might be divergent. 

It is to be noted that the above procedure is closely analogous to that 
employed in (1) near an ordinary point of the equation. The modifications 
relate directly to the presence of the pole. 

3. A related differential equation. The Wronskian of the functions 
y+n(z, X) and;y_w0, X), 

(4) W(z, X) ss y+n(z, X) yLniz, X) - y'+>(z, X) y-n(z, X), 

is, by simple computation, 

zA'+n + [h + X</> + K] A+n zALn + [ | - (\ct> + K)] A_n I 
W(z, X) = 

From this relation we see that W(z, X) is analytic for z G D and |X| > N and 
that its value at z = 0 is — 2/i(X). Differentiating both sides of (4) and replacing 
the functions y±nf(zf\) by their equivalents obtained from (3), one finds 
that 

W'(z, X) = jn{A+nH-n - A-nH+n}. 

Since W(0f X) = — 2^t(X), by integrating this expression from zero to z, we 
may conclude that 

(5) W(z, X) = - 2/i(X) +zB(z, \)/\n. 

Here B (z, X) designates a function which is analytic and hence bounded for 
z Ç D and |X| > N. For future use, we adopt B(z, X) as generic notation for 
such a function. 

I t is familiar that the linearly independent functions y+n(z, X) and y-n{z, X) 
satisfy the second order differential equation 

(6) 
d y 
di 

W_ dy 
W dz 

Again evaluating y±n"(z, X) by means of (3), the bracketed quantity is found 
to be 

X'Pfe X) , G(z, X) 
£ + 2X" 

where 

G(z, X) = 
W 

zA'+n+ [ | + X 0 + K]A +n (\<j> + K)]A^ 
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The transformation of variable 

(7) v(z, X) y(«. x) 
I I2M(X) 

:w(z,\). 
carries the differential equation (6) into 

(8) ^ i x ^ + ^ j ^ o . 
This equation is in an evident sense an nth degree approximation to the given 
differential equation (1). The solutions v±n(z, X) of (8) which correspond to the 
solutions y±n(z, X) of (6) by the transformation (7) are, from (5), of the 
form 

t„(z, X) = z ^ V |±M(X) +M1(Z) 

These functions are linearly independent. Their Wronskian, which is constant 
as to z, has the value — 2\i (X). 

4. Comparison of v+n(z, X) with solutions of L[u] = 0. We introduce 
the function 

<T{Z) = ze^z). 

Clearly, a(z) is schlicht (3). Let us confine our attention to a region E C D 
whose one-to-one image, <%\ in the <r-plane is a circle centered at the origin. 
For definiteness we restrict the argument of z to be single-valued, making a 
cut along the negative real axis in cfm 

By familiar use of the method of variation of parameters, the differential 
equation L[u] — 0 may be shown to be equivalent to an integral equation of 
the form 

(9) u(z, X) = v(z, X) + ^~H j {v+n(z, X) *_„(/, X) - v+n(t, X) v^,(z, X)} 

where v(z, X) is any solution of (8) and ZQ is any point of E (including z0 = 0, 
provided the integral is convergent). 

If the cr-plane is subdivided into four quadrants, it is possible to choose zQ 

and v(z, X) in equation (9) so that the integral in this equation may be 
estimated and asymptotic forms for two linearly independent solutions of (9) 
derived in each quadrant. For illustrative purposes, a discussion of the deriva
tion of the asymptotic forms of two of these solutions is given below. 

(a) Solutions subdominant2 in X for small z. We suppose for the moment that 
&(fi) > 0. In (9) choose v(z, X) = v+n(zy X), So = 0, and the path of integration 

2In the sense employed, for example, by Langer (6). 
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the image of a radius vector in &. We call the solution of (9) which is thus 
determined us(z, X). It will be evident that this solution is well defined for all 
z in E. Introducing the notation 

V±n(z, X) = ar*^V*0( V ( * , X), 

us(z, x) = 3-*-*(Vx°(2V(s, x), 
we may rewrite equation (9) as 

(10) Us(z, X) = V+n{z, X) + - x i r J~Ks(z, /, X) U,(t, X) dt, 

where 

K,(z, t, X) = < V+n(z, X) K ^ , X) - V+n(t, X) F^(s , X) 

V2"f0(<)-°(')]frB(*,X). lit) 
*\z) 

The functions F±w(z, X), B(z, X), and the exponential occurring in Ks(z, t, X) are 
bounded for z £ E and |X| > N. The quantity [CT(/)/<T(S)]2M is bounded on 
the contour of integration in (10) since \<r(t)\ < \cr(z)\ on the contour and 
y*(lj) > 0. Thus KH(z, /, X) is bounded on the chosen contour which is of 
finite length. In fact, there is a uniform bound to the lengths of the contours 
corresponding to each z f E. It follows that 

/ : 
\K,(z,t,\)\- \dt\ 

is also bounded for z £ E. As a consequence:3 

U,(s, X) = F + B ( z , X ) + ^ # 

Thus 

«.(*, X) = SH,(X)^(2)| J o^s) + ^ X ) < 

fors Ç Eand |X| > N. 
An analogous discussion can be given when 3î(jx) < 0. Inasmuch as this is 

the case, we have established the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Over each half plane &(zk(ji) > 0, the differential equation 
L[u] = 0 admits of a solution u±8(z, X) for z 6 E and |X| > N, where 

M±.,(s, X) = 2^(Vxou> j ±^±M + ^ 1 } . 

The functions/z(X), il(z), anda± ;(s) are all defined in §2. 

3See Lemma of Langer (5, p. 479). The extension to a complex variable involves no 
difficulty. 
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(b) Solutions dominant in X for small z. We now momentarily suppose that 
âê(n) > 0 and J{^) < 0. In (9) set v(z, X) = v_n(z, X). The contour of integra
tion is to be the curve whose image in S begins at the point of the boundary 
of the circle at which arg(o-) = T and is composed of an arc of this circle 
together with a radial line segment terminating at <r(z). As we are considering 
values of fx(\) in the fourth quadrant, we call the solution of (9) determined 
by these conditions W4(JS, X). If we write, 

U ±\z, A) = z e u±\z, \), 

then equation (9) may be written in the form 

U*(z, X) = V_n(z, X) + X~w_1 I K,(z, t, X) U*(t, X) dt, 

where 
1—2/* 

2 K [ Q ( * ) - Q ( Z ) ] KA(z, t, X) = \V+n{z} X) V_n(t, X)[ j& J 

- V^(t9\) V-n(z,\)\B(t,\). 

On the present contour both \<r(z)\ < \<r(t)\ and argo-(s) < argo-(£); hence, 
[a(/)Ia(z)]~2fi is bounded on the contour. Reasoning as before, we may conclude 
that 

E/4(s,X) = V.n(z,\)+-^-

forallz Ç £and |X | > N. Thus when z 9e 0, 

«<<«, X) = 2W(X)e-xn(z,| ±°±M + ^ 1 } . 

If^(/x) = 0, the above relation holds for all z Ç E. 
The results of the preceding analysis are included and extended in the 

following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. Over each quadrant (v — l)7r/2 < arg(/x) < hvir, the differential 
equation L[u] — 0 admits of a solution uv(z, X) for all z Ç £ except z = 0 awd 
for |X| > TV, ze^ere 

«,(*, X) = **-%-*«•>{ Ç ^ P + ̂ # } , , = 1 a«d 4, 

«,(*. X) = aH*V««>{ ±°±M + ^ 1 } , , = 2 aWd 3. 

When «^(/z) = 0, the conclusions of the Theorem may be drawn even when 
z = 0. When 2/x(X) is integral, the logarithmic term possibly occurring in 
uv(z, X) is of the form c(X) In zu±s(z, X), according as v = 1,4 or v = 2 ,3 , 
and is subsumed in the undetermined function B(z, X)/Xw+1. The connection 
between the above results and the Fuchsian theory is manifest. 
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5. An application. Among the special functions which satisfy differential 
equations of the type L[u] = 0 are the Whittaker functions commonly denoted 
Mktm(z). They are solutions of the differential equation (2) 

The parameters and variable z are taken to be complex. We consider the 
function Mk<m{z) for \m\ and \k\ large subject to the restrictions that \z\ be 
bounded, that k = 2am + b, where the secondary parameters a and b vary 
boundedly, and that &(fn) > 0. For the structure of Mki7n(z) when \z\ and \k\ 
are bounded but \m\ is large see (2, p. 93). 

If we make the identification 

A2P(z, X) w&fi 2az \z2 — bz — A 
2 = 21 1 — T - 2 J » 

s z \ m m / 
a simple computation yields the results that for equation (11) 

3>±i(2, m) = z7 e 
2m G-S ± -T) ] -

A calculation of 3>±n(2, m) for an w greater than one is feasible as the quantities 
a±n(z) may be seen to involve only polynomials in z, the secondary parameters 
a and b, and e±az. The hypotheses of the theory just presented are easily seen 
to be satisfied by equation (11) for z in any circle with center at the origin 
provided that \m\ is sufficiently large. Further, the bound implied in B(z, m) 
will not depend upon a and b if \a\ and |&| < M. 

It remains to identify Mk<m(z) as a linear combination of the solutions given 
by the theorems of the last section. Since Mk,m{z) and us(z,m) are both 
subdominant for &(m) > 0 and since 

it follows that 

Thus, 

THEOREM 3. 

lim z-h~mMk,m(z) = 1, Km z-*-™u9(z, m) = 1, 

Mk>m(z) = us(z, m). 

M U\ - J+m*-**ï 1 -L- Z (Z h J_ „ a*Z\ J_ B(Z> m^\ 

Mk,m{z)-z e )Ll+--my--b + a---)+--^j, 

when 3%(m) > 0, k = 2am + b, and a,b, and z are bounded. 
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